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Turbo Jet (pneumatic applicator)
OVERVIEW
The Turbo jet is a versatile and accurate pneumatic applicator to meter and spread most small seeds
from 8 outlets with 8 or 16 spreader plates. Use the Turbo Jet with a Browns Grassmaster Harrow as a
grass seeder when undersowing or rejuvenating pasture. A 12 volt motor drives fluted feed rolls that
meter seeds into the individual air tubes. High capacity electric fans ensure a reliable spread, and the
versatile feed mechanisim easily adapts for different rates and products, and a selectable agitator
prevents difficult grass seeds from bridging. Available with two control options.
The VS-2 control system gives 24 motor speeds 'on the go' adjustment and can be fitted with a GPS
receiver or land wheel to automatically maintain application rates as forward speed varies.
The i-CON control system is an extremely comprehensive GPS based colour touch screen automatic
control system with numerous features. It is capable of Precision Farming automated variable rate
application, working from a seeding plan. The RDS i-CON system automatically maintains a preset
application rate as forward speed varies, with on-the-go manual up and down adjustment of rate from the
target. The i-Con monitors forward speed by GPS and controls the feed roll speed as required.
Constant comparison and balancing of forward speed versus feed motor speed ensures that an
extremely accurate and reliable seeding rate is maintained.

FEATURES
Complete with VS-2 or i-CON controls
5m fused power lead and 6m connector cable
Twin fans for optimum airflow
Electrically powered hopper agitator to prevent grass seed bridging
Waterproof, large capacity 240 litre semi translucent hopper
Supplied with 8 - Y connectors and 16 spreader plates
Supplied with banking rollers and air stoppers to reduce outlets
Supplied with flexible tube and universal brackets for 8m wide
Supplied with 2 sets of feed rolls. - Individual small seed/rape rolls per outlet for accuracy.
High output grass seed rolls for high rate seeding
Fitting brackets and steps included as standard

SPECIFICATIONS
Turbo Jet VS-2
Code

53134

Capcity Litres

240

GPS

Not included

Price

£5150.00

Turbo Jet i-CON
Code

53411

Capacity Litres

240

GPS

Included

Price

£6875.00

OPTIONS
Currently there are no options added to this product.

TESTIMONIALS
Currently there are no testimonials added to this product.
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